
PEARL iZUMi Debuts New Road Pieces and
Designs
PEARL iZUMi transformed its road bike collection with new styles, colors and designs. With a

refocus on sleek and effortless design, the new road collection is like nothing PEARL iZUMi has

ever created.

“Our mantra for this season was simplify to amplify,” said Michael Thompson,
Global Category Manager for PEARL iZUMi. “We challenged ourselves to
remove panels, streamline materials and make it easy for riders to create great
looking outfits. You’ll see an increased emphasis on sleek details too, including
laser cut hems and bib straps, that look and feel great on the rider.”

The new line also received a significant design refresh. According to Lynn Bush, Design

Manager for PEARL iZUMi, “You’ll notice a few main design themes for this season. First, we

focused on sophisticated solids that could be easily mixed and matched across the line, and we

added navy bottoms that allow riders to update their wardrobe with a fresh new basic option.

And for a little more seasonal interest, we created several new prints that add a human element

to complement the technical silhouettes.”

 

Developed by PEARL iZUMi’s own design team, the new road collection features an array of

new hand drawn prints for a “perfect imperfect” look. New patterns include Wish, Kimono,

Stripe and Paisley. A combination of classic PEARL iZUMi colors with the new patterns creates

a refined aesthetic for the 2019 season.

A new lace up road shoe joins the line as well. “Some riders love the look and
feel of a lace-up shoe,” said Diana Pickler, Footwear Product Manager at
PEARL iZUMi, “we’re excited to offer this experience and aesthetic at a
competitive price point with the new Tour and Sugar Road shoes.”



“We are so excited to debut the new 2019 road collection,” said Andrew
Hammond, Brand Manager at PEARL iZUMi, “The team has worked really
hard to create a fresh new look and improve on the details that make PEARL
iZUMi products perform so well. We can’t wait to get riders in the new gear.”

The Road Collection includes:

 

New men’s pieces:

 

P.R.O Bib Short

Crafted with long ride comfort at the top of the list, we have paired our most supportive and

breathable PRO Escape 1:1® Chamois with luxurious Italian PRO Transfer fabric, to create a

bib short that you will choose for your most important rides. Just seven carefully engineered

panels are used to minimize seaming for a perfect contour to your body. Wide, laser cut bib

straps eliminate the need for additional binding for a barely there, yet supportive fit. The raw

edge hems create a smooth transition from short to skin for a sleek, high performance look and

feel, with a printed silicone gripper to hold it securely in place even during hard efforts.



PRO Short

Crafted with long ride comfort at the top of the list, we have paired our most supportive and

breathable PRO Escape 1:1® Chamois with luxurious Italian PRO Transfer fabric, to create a

short that you will choose for your most important rides. Just seven carefully engineered panels

are used to minimize seaming for a perfect contour to your body. Laser cut hems create a

smooth transition from short to skin for a sleek, high performance look and feel, with a printed

silicone gripper to hold it securely in place even during hard efforts.
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Interval Bib Short

This bib uses more muscle-hugging Lycra® than any short in our line, for a performance feel

the moment you slip them on. A sophisticated seven panel design utilizes the stretch and

support of the fabric to simplify the number of seams, allowing the short to smoothly follow

your every movement. Laser cut bib straps and hems create a seamless transition to skin and

perfectly balanced support. In-R-Cool® technology provides additional cooling performance as

you turn up the heat and lay down the power. Equipped with our highly breathable premium

ELITE Escape 1:1® Chamois for long ride comfort.
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Interval Short

This short uses more muscle hugging Lycra® than anything else in our line, for a performance

feel the moment you slip them on. A sophisticated seven panel design utilizes the stretch and

support of the fabric to simplify the number of seams, allowing the short to smoothly follow

your every movement. Laser cut hems create a seamless transition to your thigh and perfectly

balanced compression. In-R-Cool® technology provides additional cooling performance as you

turn up the heat and lay down the power. Equipped with our highly breathable premium ELITE

Escape 1:1® Chamois for long ride comfort.

PRO Jersey

This premium jersey is your perfect long ride companion. Made with our PRO Transfer In-R-

Cool® fabrics for lightning fast dry times, and mesh side panels for additional airflow, you will

stay comfortably cool on the longest climbs. Longer, articulated sleeves create a natural,

modern silhouette on the bike, that is still comfortable while pausing at the cafe. Five back

pockets, plus a zippered security pocket, help keep items secured and organized.
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PRO Mesh Jersey

Originally created for Pro Tour racers seeking every advantage over a three-week stage race, we

combined class leading aerodynamic design with highly breathable mesh to make the ultimate

high-performance summer jersey. It uses a longer to-the-elbow sleeve made from our exclusive

PRO Transfer Aero fabric and patented Speed Sleeve construction, which together smooth

airflow around the bicep and over the shoulder to reduce aerodynamic drag. A classic three back

pocket layout is enhanced with our bellow design, so you can comfortably load up for long days.
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Charge Jersey

It is the details that will earn this jersey a place in your weekly rotation. Our special five pocket

design, and additional zippered security pocket, keep you organized on the road and your load

secure. No more mixing empty gel packets with your touch screen phone. Light weight ELITE

Transfer fabric efficiently moves moisture off of your skin to keep you cool and dry, and open

mesh side panels add ventilation for all day comfort. A 30 UPF rating provides extra sun

protection so you can enjoy hours in the saddle.
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Tempo Jersey

Not everyone wants the tight-fitting look of a bike racer. This jersey features a more

accommodating fit that follows the form of your body, instead of hugging every curve. But that

does not mean you give up features or performance, like the superior sweat management of our

light weight ELITE Transfer fabric, and mesh side panels for additional comfort on hot summer

rides. Our unique five rear pocket design, with additional zippered security pocket, keeps you

organized and ensures you will have plenty of space to pack everything you need for your

longest rides.
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Quest Jersey

For years, the Quest name has stood for quality and performance at an unbeatable price. Our

newest version features fast drying SELECT Transfer fabric with 50+ UPF protection, and a full

zip design for easy ventilation on long hot climbs. The relaxed fit is a nice alternative for riders

not interested in the typical tight-fitting jerseys. A classic three back pocket design allows you to

carry all your essentials and rounds out this best seller.

New Women’s Apparel:
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PRO Short

Crafted with long ride comfort at the top of the list, we have paired our most supportive and

breathable Women’s PRO Escape 1:1® Chamois with luxurious Italian PRO Transfer fabric, to

create a short that you will reserve for your most important rides. Just seven carefully

engineered panels are used to minimize seaming for a perfect contour to your body. The elegant

seamless hem creates a smooth transition from short to skin for a sleek, high performance look

and feel, with a printed silicone gripper to hold it securely in place even during hard efforts.

PRO Bib Short

Crafted with long ride comfort at the top of the list, we have paired our most supportive and

breathable Women’s PRO 1:1® Escape chamois with luxurious Italian PRO Transfer fabric, to

create a bib short that you will reserve for your most important rides. Wide, laser cut bib straps

eliminate the need for additional binding allowing a barely there, yet supportive fit, and our

unique crossover strap design allows drop-tail convenience without the need for zippers or

clasps. The raw edge hem creates a smooth transition from short to skin for a sleek, high

performance look and feel, with a printed silicone gripper to hold it securely in place all day

long.
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Interval Bib Short

This bib uses more muscle hugging Lycra® than any short in our line, for a performance feel the

moment you slip them on. A sophisticated seven panel design utilizes the stretch and recovery

properties of the fabric to simplify the number of seams, allowing the short to smoothly follow

your every movement. Seamless laser cut bib straps provide the smooth support you desire from

a bib, with a unique twist: they are connected only to the front and side of the short, allowing for

a convenient drop-tail. The back waistband and hems use the same laser cut fabric, for a low-

bulk seamless feel and transition to skin. Equipped with our highly breathable premium

Women’s ELITE Escape 1:1® Chamois for long ride comfort.
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PRO Jersey

This premium jersey is your quintessential long ride companion. Made with our PRO Transfer

In-R-Cool® fabrics designed for breathability and lightning fast drying times, with mesh side

panels for additional airflow, you’ll stay comfortably cool on the longest climbs. A feminine cut

and longer articulated sleeves create a modern silhouette that is a natural fit on the bike, while

still comfortable pausing mid-ride at the cafe. Five back pockets, plus a zippered security

pocket, help keep items secured and organized.
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PRO Mesh Jersey

Heat wave? No sweat. Combining class-leading aerodynamic design with highly breathable

mesh, this is the ultimate high-performance summer jersey. Originally created for female

professional riders looking for every possible advantage, this jersey uses a longer to-the-elbow

sleeve, made from our exclusive PRO Transfer Aero fabric, and our patented Speed Sleeve

construction. The combination smooths airflow around the bicep and over the shoulder to

reduce aerodynamic drag and creates a sophisticated silhouette on the bike. A classic three back

pocket layout is enhanced with our bellow design so you can comfortably load up for long days

in the saddle.



Symphony Jersey

A sophisticated update to the classic cycling jersey, the Women’s Symphony Jersey is sure to be

your favorite new look for summer. The scalloped hemline provides comfortable coverage while

standing and smoothly follows your body with zero compromise on the bike. A new layered rear

pocket system makes it possible to have five usable pockets to stay organized. Light-weight and

fast drying, ELITE Transfer fabric will keep you comfortably cool, with 30 UPF for added sun

protection.
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New Footwear

 

Men’s Tour Road

Combining the classic look of a lace up with modern sole technology, the Tour Road provides

performance at a tremendous value. Our supportive nylon composite sole integrates a stiff

carbon plate at the ball of the foot to maximize power transfer, with the flexibility to run either

two bolt SPD or three bolt SPD-SL cleats. The fully bonded seamless upper construction creates

a slipper like fit that is highly adjustable thanks to the traditional lacing system. An additional

set of laces is included in the box so you can choose to add a pop of color or opt for subtle style.
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Women’s Sugar Road

Combining the classic look of a lace up with modern sole technology, the Women’s Sugar Road

provides performance at a tremendous value. Our supportive nylon composite sole integrates a

stiff carbon plate at the ball of the foot to maximize power transfer, with the flexibility to run

either two bolt SPDs or three bolt SPD-SL cleats. The fully bonded seamless upper construction

creates a slipper like fit that is highly adjustable thanks to the traditional lacing system. An

additional set of laces is included in the box so you can choose to add a pop of color or opt for

subtle style.
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Men’s and Women’s Attack Glove

Traditional cycling gloves add comfort by adding padding, which presents a tradeoff that has led

some riders to go glove-less in favor of better bar feel. Unfortunately, they also give up nerve

protection and the extra security of a glove. The Attack Glove takes the opposite approach and

provides support, rather than padding, to alleviate hand numbness. Our 1:1® Connect Palm

uses a specially shaped, low profile gel insert to maintain the natural arch across your palm (go

ahead, take a quick look at your hand) to avoid numb fingers. This maintains handlebar contact

at the knuckles and the heel of your palm, and adds the slip free grip of synthetic leather for

locked in control.
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About PEARL iZUMi

For over 60 years, PEARL iZUMi has been evolving and revolutionizing the design and

manufacture of performance apparel and footwear for athletes who depend on uncompromising

gear. PEARL iZUMi products empower cyclists and triathletes to be faster, more comfortable

and to perform better 365 days of the year. In 2013, PEARL iZUMi rooted its new world

headquarters in the Colorado Front Range where it embraces strong influence, both culturally

and structurally, from its Japanese heritage.
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